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What is (are) biodiversity(ies)?
è the variability among living organisms from all sources
different scales : genes, cells, species, populations, communities
biodiversity includes all managed and unmanaged ecosystems (terrestrial, aquatic)

è Biodiversity is functional: “Biodiversity forms the foundation of the vast array
of ecosystem services that critically contribute to human well-being” (Greenfacts.org)
My own definition: this is a high quantity of organisms (visible and invisible)
in interaction with one another with :
- different needs,
- different functions,
- different tolerance / adaptation ability to the cocktail of human disturbances

(especially in urban habitat: chemical pollution air soil water, climate, artificialization,
fragmentation of habitat, soil compaction, noise and light pollution, exotic species introduction...)

Biodiversity is still moving through space and time (dispersion, different life cycles,
population equilibrium, dynamics, evolutive relationships, ecological community succession..)
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Urban habitats:
complementary physical, chemical and
biological approaches
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Let’s take the time to observe the city...
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Let’s take the time to observe the city... as an ecosystem ...
or several ecosystems in interaction thanks to corridors...
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Let’s take the time to observe the city... as an ecosystem ...
or several ecosystems in interaction thanks to corridors...

è Planning tool of « Green and Blue Framework » to help biodiversity dispersion
è Biodiversity presence in city is only possible if human answers to its needs
(by thinking of good physical, chemical and biological health of its habitat)
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The living organisms
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What kind of biodiversity in city?

Mosses, lichen, microorganisms (bacteria, fungi....)

Plants (decorative, crops,
weeds, invasive...)

Animals (insects,
rats, foxes, birds...)
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What does biodiversity need?
è Healthy habitat (good physical and chemical qualities)
è Nutrition quality and quantity (nutrients, food, elements for photosynthesis and
respiration)

è Movement (active & passive dispersion for finding resources, for reproduction and
sustainability of life, avoiding predation and disturbance, long-term survival)

è Interaction with other organisms (trophic links, symbiosis, passive dispersion...)

Wardle et al. 2004
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niches (microecosystems)

What does biodiversity need?
Examples of physico-chemical and biological needs
of terrestrial biodiversity to grow, to survive...
animal

plant

02

sun

Temperature

C02
water
water
N, P, K, S, Ca, Mg.... from soil
Low concentration of pollutant, good pH
Uncompacted soil / deep soil...

Interaction with micro-organisms (...like us) and other organisms
The needs of biodiversity are not identical from one species to another
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Adaptation ability of biodiversity: examples for city
Rapid evolution of seed dispersal in an urban environment in the
weed Crepis sancta
dispersing
non-dispersing
seeds

countryside
populations

Cheptou et al., 2008
https://www.pnas.org/content/105/10/3796#T1
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seeds

urban populations

« In urban patches,
dispersing seeds have a 55%
lower chance of settling
in their patch compared
with nondispersing seeds
and, thus, fall on a concrete
matrix unsuitable for
germination.
The study shows that a high
cost of dispersal after recent
urban fragmentation causes
rapid evolution
toward lower dispersal »
Evolution in 5 to 12 generations
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Adaptation ability of biodiversity: examples for city
Cranial size of a common bat (Pipistrellus kuhlii) had changed
between 1875 and 2007 in Italian urban zones (climate change
and urbanization effect)
èenergetic benefits provided by urbanization (food
concentration at street lamps, warmer maternity
roosts in buildings) will lead to a general body size
increase in P. kuhlii
è because street lamps impair moth antipredatory
manoeuvres, cranial size may have selectively
increased as an adaptive response to handle larger
prey (moths) in artificially illuminated sites
Tomassini et al., 2013

+ 0.6% to 2.9% of cranial bones size

doi:10.1111/jbi.12248
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Adaptation ability of biodiversity: examples for city
Mean body size (mm)

Micro-climatic urban-heat-island effects on animal body size

percentage built-up cover / a proxy for urbanization

Urban-heat-island effect and urban habitat
fragmentation are associated with contrasting
community-level shifts in body size that critically
depend on the association between body size
and dispersal. Because body size determines
the structure and dynamics of ecological
networks , such shifts may affect urban
ecosystem function

Merckx et al., 2018
doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0140-0
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Adaptation ability of biodiversity: examples for city
Urbanization effect on Parus major body size

Urban birds had significantly smaller
morphological features than their rural
counterparts, with a shorter tarsus, lower body
mass, and smaller wing and tail lengths relative
to their overall body size.
Differences in food resource availability could
advance the phenology of urban birds
Merckx et al., 2018
doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0140-0
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Functional approaches
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What are the roles/services provided by biodiversity?

WWF. 2018. Living Planet Report - 2018: Aiming Higher. Grooten, M. and Almond, R.E.A.(Eds). WWF, Gland, Switzerland
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What are the roles of biodiversity?
Evapotranspiration
(regulation of water cycle)

Shadow
Barrier against wind

Biomass
production

Energy
transformation/
air purification
(C capture...)
Dead
organic
matter
input

Regulation of
biogeochemical
cycles

Substance
leaching

Water dripping

Bark moistening (niche for
organisms)
Element translocation
Dead organic matter input (food
for animals and micro-organisms)

Support for bird
nests...

Example for a plant and its
direct and indirect functions –
benefits on ecosystem
and human
Fruits /wood

Dead organic matter
for gardeners

Nutrients input
(after degradation
by detritivores)

Soil aeration
Soil water cycle
regulation

Modification of soil
properties (pH, C &
nutrients
contents...)

Parent rock
weathering

Gobat et al., 2010
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Trophic dynamic in urban communities
The food web in the Phoenix,
Arizona, metropolitan area.
Human activity has directly
increased available resources,
particularly water (shown in red),
which has increased
and stabilized productivity.
This human activity, coupled with
other direct effects, such as the
introduction of domestic cats (shown
in red), and indirect effects, such as
the reduction of other vertebrate
predators (shown in brown), has
increased the abundance of some
biotic groups either directly (red solid
arrows) or indirectly (green solid
arrows), while decreasing others

Faeth et al., 2005
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/55/5/399/225953
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Green technologies need functional
ecosystems
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What is a sustainable project?
èBe aware (a priori) to each impact of installation of green
technologies on the ecosystem and its biodiversity (make
accomodations and before-after tests if necessary)

èKnowledge of the complexity of nature / integration of this
complexity in design.

Impact of a building installation
(shadow impact)
Butterfly

Helianthemum

Bumblebee

Mosses
Ferns

Cistus
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What is a sustainable project?
èFeel free to enhance the services that biodiversity provides, introduce
« interesting » biodiversity in technologies, answer to its needs (example:
green roof: think about soil invertebrates to enhance the biomass recycling instead of human
maintenance: reduction in economical costs)

èBe aware about the evolution of the biodiversity, perhaps one day you
will have a « new service » provides by a « new species » which
colonized your (eco)system. Create a long-term suitable healthy habitat
èTake the time to observe the state of the ecosystem, and use your
knowledge from natural ecosystem to create sustainable (eco)system
èThink about corridors through the city to help colonization by different
species and help interactions between species and then, sustainability
(territorial level) / one system in one part of the city has to be thought in
relation with others
èDo not forget that human is part of biodiversity and is living in the
urban ecosystem... Take care of it!
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Thanks for your attention

WWF. 2018. Living Planet Report - 2018
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Additional slide

WWF. 2018. Living Planet Report - 2018: Aiming Higher. Grooten, M. and Almond, R.E.A.(Eds). WWF, Gland, Switzerland
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Additional slide

WWF. 2018. Living Planet Report - 2018: Aiming Higher. Grooten, M. and Almond, R.E.A.(Eds). WWF, Gland, Switzerland
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Additional slide: biodiversity and disservices in urban area

Lyytimäki et al., 2008
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